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The art of blacksmithing has been around for centuries, but an innovative and family run business in
Lansing Michigan has made a name for themselves, by creating and supplying the nation with some
of the highest quality forged hand tools available anywhere. With an extensive variety of tools, you
are sure to find the perfect tongs or other machining tools for any application. There is such an
excellent selection, you can find pry, wrecking and pinch forged bars for any type of construction,
industrial or even individual needs. In addition to the extensive number of forged and other tools,
you can find railroad tools, such as Marline Spikes in a variety of lengths, widths, weights and
lanyard hole sizes. They are available for wire rope with or without eye high carbon steel heat-
treated full polish, and are available for manila rope in 14, 16 and 18 inches. All of the railroad tools,
tires and other forgings that you can find on this website are of the highest quality.

This is guaranteed, as all of the tools that you can get from this website are up to date with the latest
in industry standards and specifications, and they carry a full membership with AREMA Committee
5. Although they began by producing a few maintenance of way and tools, they have since become
a leader in non-percussion track tools, with nearly 300 tools available to ensure that every job is
done properly the first time. In addition to railroad tools, you will also be able to discover an
extensive line of handcrafted tongs and other exemplary tools for hot material handling. Regardless
of the industrial need that you have, whether it is leverage, die setting or demolition, you are sure to
find the perfect tongs for any job, including heavy-duty wrecking, pry and pinch bars. You will also
be able to find an extensive number of crowbars and leverages, which have been sent to troops
overseas, who depend on performance and quality tools to do the job that they need to. You will
always find the crowbars and tire tools you need on this website as well, no matter where you live in
the country. Every item that you will be able to find is proudly made in the USA.

In addition to the railroad tools, crowbars and more that you can find on this website, you can also
find a number of commercial forgings up to 10 pounds, which include slugs, rocker heads, conveyor
chain components and more. In addition, you can discover extensive services that are available, to
provide you with machining, fabrication and precision grinding that you need for any application.
With an accreditation of ISO 9001: 2008, you know that you are getting the highest quality tools
available from one of the world's most renowned locksmithing companies and have been around for
nearly 60 years. So, check out their website today, and find out for yourself how you can discover a
forging product company that can fulfill your every need, no matter how large or small.
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